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[Talking]
Fellows, no way
I can't let you be around here
'Cause it's danger, it's a bad place
And I can't tell you why, but I will
Come in a little closer
Back in the olden days
This place used to be a scoop
For white hood girls
Little tods, chasing boys
Taken by the nuns
With their womb babies
Hung themselves
Now the place is haunt like crazy
Bad karma sutra
So you're gonna have to take
Your boomboxes and yah Chuppa Chups
And get out

I got a felling
That nobody show
What you're doing, what you're saying
Anymore
I got a love stream
It's out of control, yeah
You got feelings
That no one really knows about

I'm going down
To the middle of the abyss
I'm gonna find myself
A bitter sweet candy
I'm going down to the witchdoctor door
He's gonna find myself
And brew me up a cure

And I feel like I'm in love for sure
No more
And I feel like I'm in love with you
Oh it's true, it's true
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I'm going down and no one really knows me
I think I might sink down to the bottom of the sea
I'm going down to the witchdoctor door
He's gonna find myself
And brew me up a cure

And I feel like I'm in love for sure
No more
And I feel like I'm in love with you
Oh it's true, it's true
Yeah baby, it's true
Oh, darling, it's true

I didn't know you, but I wanted to to
I didn't know you, but I wanted to to
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